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A second family of solutions. Another infinite
family of solutions gets generated if we start with a
different solution in Step 1; namely: x0 = −1,
m0 = 1. We get:(
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and so on; we thus get the following solution pairs
to the equation x2 − 11m2 = −10:
(x,m) = (23, 7), (461, 139), (9197, 2773),
(183479, 55321), . . . , (27)
and this list too is infinite. These pairs yield the
following equalities:
182 + 192 + · · ·+ 282 = 5929 = 772,
4562 + 4572 + · · ·+ 4662 = 2337841 = 15292,
91922 + 91932 + · · ·+ 92022
= 930433009 = 305032,
and so on.
Closing Remarks
A natural follow-up to the above is to ask whether
the sum of 12 consecutive squares can be a perfect
square; and likewise for 13, 14, 15, …consecutive
squares. It would be quite difficult to anticipate
the results in advance, i.e., in which cases we do
obtain solutions, and which cases we do not. But
we leave this analysis for you to take forward.
In closing, we add a few remarks amplifying on
the comment made at the start: that there may be
more to a problem than just the solution of the
problem.
In his famous book How To Solve It, George Pólya
suggests the following four key steps in problem
solving: (i) understand the problem; (ii) devise a
plan; (iii) carry out the plan; (iv) review/extend
the solution and analysis. Our interest in this
section is in suggestion (iv). There are two aspects
to what Pólya has said: reviewing what one has
done, which means taking the trouble to look
back at one’s effort and to identify the steps that
worked and the steps that did not work; this little
extra step can contribute significantly to one’s
‘problem-solving muscle.’ The other aspect is:
extending one’s work. There is no set approach for
doing this, but one can start by tweaking the
problem, altering the numbers or the initial
conditions and examining the consequences of
these tweaks. Playing around in this manner with
the problem, one can actually uncover fresh and
new mathematics. In that sense, it can be a
wonderfully enriching activity, one which every
student and every mathematics teacher must
experience. This is just what we have done in our
article, and we hope that it has proved worthwhile
for you to read it.
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Adventures
with Triples
Part I
Problem Editor: RANJIT DESAI
In this two-part note, we study the following two problems.Given three positive integers a, b, c, we say that the triple(a, b, c) has the linear property if the sum of some two of
the three numbers equals the third number (i.e., either a+ b = c
or b+ c = a or c+ a = b); and we say that the triple has the
triangular property if the sum of any two of the three numbers
exceeds the third number (i.e., a+ b > c and b+ c > a and c+
a > b).
Fix any upper limit n, and let a, b, c take all possible positive
integer values between 1 and n (i.e., 1 ≤ a, b, c ≤ n). There are
clearly n3 such triples. How many of these triples possess the
linear property? How many of these triples possess the triangular
property? These are the questions that we plan to explore.
Notation
• S(n) denotes the set of all triples (a, b, c) with 1 ≤ a, b, c ≤ n.
The number of such triples is clearly n3.
• L(n) denotes the number of triples in S(n) which possess the
linear property.
• T(n) denotes the number of triples in S(n) which possess the
triangular property.
In Part I of the article, we shall focus on computing L(n).
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Counting the linear triples
To start with, let us enumerate by hand the values of L(n) for a few small values of n.
n = 1: Since S(1) has just the one triple (1, 1, 1), and this does not have the linear property, L(1) = 0.
n = 2: The triples in S(2) which have the linear property are clearly (1, 1, 2) with all its permutations;
hence L(2) = 3.
n = 3: The triples in S(3) which have the linear property and have not been included in the previous list
are (1, 2, 3) with all its permutations; hence L(3) = 3+ 6 = 9.
n = 4: The triples in S(4) which have the linear property and have not been included in the previous list
are (1, 3, 4) and (2, 2, 4) with all their permutations; hence L(4) = 9+ 6+ 3 = 18.
n = 5: The triples in S(5) which have the linear property and have not been included in the previous list
are (1, 4, 5) and (2, 3, 5) with all their permutations; hence L(5) = 18+ 6+ 6 = 30.
n = 6: The triples in S(6) which have the linear property and have not been included in the previous list
are (1, 5, 6), (2, 4, 6) and (3, 3, 6) with all their permutations; hence L(6) = 30+ 6+ 6+ 3 =
45.
Proceeding in this way, step by step, we construct by hand the following table of values of the L function:
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
L(n) 0 3 9 18 30 45 63 84 108 135 · · ·
Do you see any obvious pattern in the sequence of values of L(n)? A quick observation will reveal that all
the L values are multiples of 3. This invites us to divide each number by 3; doing so, here is what we get:
0, 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, . . . .
Why, we have obtained the sequence of triangular numbers! What a nice surprise! We seem to have
arrived at the following:
Conjecture 1. L(n) is equal to 3 times the (n− 1)th triangular number, i.e.,
L(n) = 3n(n− 1)2 .
Now we have:
3n(n− 1)
2 −
3(n− 1)(n− 2)
2 = 3(n− 1).
Therefore, Conjecture 1 is equivalent to the following:
Conjecture 2. The number of positive integer triples whose largest number is n and which possess the linear
property is 3(n− 1).
For example, take n = 4. The positive integer triples with largest number 4 and which possess the linear
property are (1, 3, 4) and (2, 2, 4) together with all their permutations; there are 6+ 3 = 9 such triples.
Note that 9 = 3× (4− 1).
Or take n = 5. The positive integer triples with largest number 5 and which possess the linear property are
(1, 4, 5) and (2, 3, 5) together with all their permutations; there are 6+ 6 = 12 such triples. Note that
12 = 3× (5− 1).
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Proof of Conjecture 2. Suppose that n is even. The positive integer triples with largest number n and
which possess the linear property are the following:
(1, n− 1, n) together with its permutations,
(2, n− 2, n) together with its permutations,
(3, n− 3, n) together with its permutations,
. . . . . .(1
2 n− 1, 12 n+ 1, n
)
together with its permutations,(1
2 n,
1
2 n, n
)
together with its permutations.
Except for the very last triple, all these triples have distinct elements. Therefore, the total number of
permutations of all these triples is
6
(1
2 n− 1
)
+ 3 = 3n− 6+ 3 = 3(n− 1).
Next, suppose that n is odd. The positive integer triples with largest number n and which possess the linear
property are the following:
(1, n− 1, n) together with its permutations,
(2, n− 2, n) together with its permutations,
(3, n− 3, n) together with its permutations,
. . . . . .(1
2(n− 1), 12(n+ 1), n
)
together with its permutations.
All these triples have distinct elements. Therefore, the total number of permutations of all these triples is
6
(1
2(n− 1)
)
= 3(n− 1).
The conjectured formula has been shown to hold in both the situations (when n is even and when n is
odd). Hence it can be considered as proved. 
In Part II of the article, we shall study triangular triples.
Remark. The problem started here—that of counting positive integer triples possessing the linear
property—seems ideal as exploration material for students of classes 8–10.
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